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Trade tensions
unabated; GCC 
outlook improves
KUWAIT: Trade tensions continued unabated and are likely to
accelerate. On July 6, the US imposed 25 percent tariffs on
hundreds of Chinese products, and is considering another 10
percent duty that may result in $200 billion in tariffs. China did
retaliate with tariffs of its own on some American products.
Europe has detailed a plan to slap tariffs on $300 billion of US
products if Trump goes ahead with his plan to hit European
cars with punitive tariffs. These tensions have raised risks and
rattled markets, with China’s stock market and the renminbi
coming under severe pressure. China experienced large capital
outflows as part of a more generalized phenomenon in emerg-
ing markets.

Investors continue to pull out of emerging economies, with
outflows accelerating in June, prompted by higher interest
rates, a strong US dollar and trade tensions. According to the
IIF, the flight to safety from emerging markets increased to
$8.0 billion in June following an exodus of $6.3 billion in May.
These outflows were split evenly between debt markets, which
recorded a net loss of $4.2 billion, and equity markets at $3.8
billion. Outflows are set to continue in the months ahead with
the expected further tightening in the US. Growth in highly
indebted emerging markets will take a hit on the back of an
appreciating US dollar, and will be compounded by likely fur-
ther interest rate hikes by the emerging economies as they
move to stem the loss of capital.

US good performance
US strong growth momentum continued apace with a

steady flow of robust data in the second quarter, following a
soft start in the first quarter of the year. Both May and June’s
economic indicators were good. Inflation logged its sixth
straight rise this year, increasing to 2.9 percent in June, while
the economy added a more-than-expected 213,000 new jobs.
May’s figures were also revised higher. Unemployment, how-
ever, ticked up slightly from May’s 18-year low of 3.8 percent
to 4.0 percent in June’s as more idled workers rejoined the
labor market encouraged by the improved employment
prospects. The ISM manufacturing survey registered its sec-
ond consecutive strong pick-up, reaching 60.2. Business senti-
ment, however, was down partly on trade tensions, with the
Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia business outlook survey
easing to 19.9 in June from 34.4 in May.

With strong economic performance and inflation
approaching its target, the case for an increase in the Fed poli-
cy rate has been strengthened. It is now expected that the Fed
will hike the rate twice before year-end and possibly three
more times in 2019. 

In its just-released US consultations report, the IMF called
for a faster pace of increase in the rate given the large tax cuts
and the increase in spending which would lead to larger budg-
et deficits and higher public debt, which is already judged to
be unsustainable.  

Monetary policy in the eurozone 
Europe has not been performing as well as the US. The sec-

ond quarter PMI averaged 54.7, the weakest in six quarters,
but it improved slightly in June to 54.8, driven by higher new
orders and hiring. Meanwhile, economic sentiment eased less
than expected and still hovered at levels that bode well for
future growth. Nevertheless, headwinds persist, with trade
worries and political uncertainties weighing heavily on the
Eurozone’s outlook. Trump’s threat to impose heavy tariffs on
car imports could have a severe impact, mainly on Germany’s

auto industry (one third of total EU cars produced), with the
German ZEW survey for economic sentiment retreating signif-
icantly to -25 in July, the lowest since 2012. An EU summit over
immigration revealed a changing European political landscape
that has perhaps cast some doubt on the durability of the
Union’s status quo and Chancellor Merkel’s survival, which was
briefly challenged last month by the threat of her interior min-
ister to resign and bring to an end the nascent coalition.
However, things are calmer now but still fraught with risks.

June’s inflation in the eurozone rose to 2 percent for the first
time since 2013 on higher energy prices, but core inflation
remained low; this may justify further caution from the ECB
going forward. The European Central Bank announced in its
June meeting that asset purchases will end in 2018, as expect-
ed. However, Draghi later announced that the ECB was not in a
rush to raise the policy rate and the next hike was pushed from
June to the autumn of 2019.  

Oil markets
Oil prices closed in June back up at $79/bbl for Brent and

$74/bbl for WTI.  Oil’s rise to near three-and-a-half year highs
came despite OPEC+ agreeing to resupply the markets with a
nominal 1 mb/d of crude over the next six months to prevent oil
prices from spiking amid supply declines in Venezuela, Angola,
Libya and potentially Iran once US sanctions kick-in. With
spare production capacity among OPEC+ members limited to
Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Kuwait and Russia, the real output
increase could turn out to be less. 

Moves by the US to apply the maximum pressure on
importers of Iranian crude by pursuing a ‘zero-tolerance’ pol-
icy on sanctions waivers has also buoyed prices amid further
production outages in Libya, a refinery closure in Canada
and further US crude stockpile drawdowns, which indicate
that oil demand continues to be robust. The Trump adminis-
tration, facing higher rather than lower gasoline prices ahead
of the US midterms, has since called for the Saudis to ramp
up production to prepare for a more sizeable loss of Iranian
crude than had been the case in the previous Obama-era
round of sanctions. 

However, oil prices dropped by around 5 percent during a
single trading day last week in reaction to the resumption of
production in a Libyan field, and the possibility of the US
allowing sanction waivers to some importers of Iranian crude. 

Improved outlook for GCC
The regional outlook is improving amid higher oil prices

and regional government’s economic stimulus programs. GCC
non-oil activity continues to improve, with real GDP data for
1Q18 showing Saudi Arabia’s non-oil sector growing by 1.6
percent y/y in 1Q18, Kuwait’s by 3.1 percent y/y and Qatar’s by
an impressive 5.0 percent y/y. The UAE, for its part, redoubled
its efforts to improve the local business environment and
attract FDI. Abu Dhabi in turn announced an economic stimu-
lus package of $13.6 billion to boost growth. 

In a boost to GCC financial markets, the $520 billion Saudi
bourse entered the MSCI EM index for the first time in June,
while Kuwait’s stock market was included on MSCI’s watchlist
for potential reclassification to EM status in 2019. Meanwhile,
Bahrain’s currency and bonds were the focus of intense specu-
lation in June after concerns resurfaced about the kingdom’s
ability to refinance its obligations in the context of its large fis-
cal deficits and debt levels. The sell-off saw the Bahraini dinar
fall to a 17-year low against the US dollar, the kingdom’s main
CDS on five year debt climb to a near 10-year high of 571 bps
and the spread between its US dollar conventional bonds and
its Islamic bonds swell to record levels. The pressure prompted
the central bank to reaffirm its commitment to the US dollar
peg. Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Kuwait pledged to support
Bahrain, leading to a rebound in the market. However, the tim-
ing and size of this support package have not been announced. 

Japan monetary policy 
Export growth rose 8.1 percent y/y in May, amid a pick-up

in demand for manufacturing equipment, cars and car parts,
while import growth accelerated from 5.9 percent y/y to 14.0
percent y/y on imports of aircraft and higher oil prices.
Meanwhile, Japan’s trade surplus with the US fell to its lowest
level since 2013 due to US aircraft and coal imports. Japan, like
China and the EU, albeit to a lesser extent, has come under
pressure from the US about unfair trade policies. Inflation in
May came in at 0.7 percent y/y, suggesting that monetary pol-
icy tightening will not take place soon.

China’s renminbi took a tumble in June and into early July,
prompting the central bank to intervene to stabilize the market.
The Chinese currency witnessed its worst month ever in June
after falling by 3.3 percent against the US dollar.  Downward
pressures on the currency have largely stemmed from a strong
US dollar, some looser domestic monetary policy and lingering
concerns over a brewing trade war with the US.
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KUWAIT: Few months after being named Best
Manufacturer in the Auto Express 2018 Driver Power
customer satisfaction survey, Lexus continues to set
the lead with the announcement that the luxury LC
coupe has also won the prestigious Coupe of the
Year award. The annual Driver Power survey is based

on the opinions of more than 80,000 UK motorists,
offering criticism - or praise - in nine categories and
31 different areas.

The emotional designs and high-performance
models issued by Lexus in the last few years pref-
aced a new chapter for the brand, one that begins

now with the arrival of the Lexus LC flagship per-
formance coupe. Lexus owners have already rated
the brand strongly across the board, topping the
rankings for interior quality, comfort and build
quality. But for this award it was the more emo-
tional element of our sleek, concept-like LC that

drew particular praise. The LC has driven home
the message that Lexus is one of the most vision-
ary, original and exciting out there. LC has shown
these are not just words but a bold vision for the
future of Lexus goes beyond concepts and in to
showrooms.

Lexus LC named Coupe of the Year
Annual Driver Power survey weighs opinions of more than 80,000 UK motorists

Turkish currency’s 
freefall rocks 
world markets
NEW YORK/LONDON:  A plunge in the Turkish lira
rocked global equities and emerging markets on Friday
and fear of further fallout sent investors scurrying for
safety in assets like the yen and US government bonds.

European shares and a gauge of global equity mar-
kets closed down more than 1 percent, while Wall Street
also fell, though not as much. Germany’s DAX index slid
2 percent.

The lira fell as much as 18 percent against the dollar
in its worst day since Turkey’s financial crisis of 2001.
The plunge followed a deepening rift with the United
States, worries about its own economy and lack of
action from policymakers.

President Tayyip Erdogan told Turks to swap gold
and dollars into lira as the currency tumbled after
President Donald Trump doubled US tariffs on metals
imports from Turkey. Turkey later warned the United
States that sanctions and pressure would only serve to
harm ties between the two NATO allies, adding
Ankara would continue to retaliate as necessary
against US tariffs. The lira has fallen more than 40
percent this year, fanning worries about a full-blown
economic crisis.

Bank shares across Europe fell and the euro slipped
to its lowest since July 2017 as the Financial Times
quoted sources as saying the European Central Bank
was concerned about European lenders’ exposure to
Turkey. The country is not a member of the European
Union but is economically linked to it.

The dollar rose as exposure to Turkey could
impact European banks and spark a domino effect as
people begin to pull out of those banks and into US
assets, said Gregan Anderson, macroeconomic strate-
gist at brokerage Bulltick LLC. The flare-up in ten-
sions has made it difficult for global investors to justi-
fy remaining in Europe and is negative for emerging
markets, he said.

Policy errors created the current situation, with
Turkey’s central bank decision not to raise rates in their
last meeting a key driver, said Charlie Wilson, an
emerging markets-focused portfolio manager at
Thornburg Investment Management in Santa Fe, New
Mexico.

“The lira has been weakening since and it’s coming
to a head today,” Wilson said, adding the downward
spiral will continue if Turkey insists on a soft landing.
“The only way to correct these policy mistakes is to
really make some concrete changes on the fiscal and
monetary side.”

Shares in France’s BNP Paribas, Italy’s UniCredit and
Spain’s BBVA, the banks seen as most exposed to
Turkey, fell 3 percent or more. An index of regional
banking shares closed down 3.2 percent while the pan-
European STOXX 600 index fell 1.07 percent.

The MSCI All-Country World index, which tracks
shares in 47 countries, was down 1.22 percent and
erased all its gains for the week.

Wall Street also fell. The Dow Jones Industrial
Average fell 196.09 points, or 0.77 percent, to
25,313.14. The S&P 500 lost 20.3 points, or 0.71 per-
cent, to 2,833.28 and the Nasdaq Composite dropped
52.67 points, or 0.67 percent, to 7,839.11.

Investors piled into “safe” government debt, with
German yields hitting three-week lows and the yield on
the benchmark US 10-year Treasury note falling to
2.8750 percent as investors sought its safety.

The safe-haven Japanese yen hit a one-month high
of 113.38 against the dollar, and was last traded at
110.91. The dollar index, which measures the green-
back’s strength against a group of six major currencies,
breached 96, taking it to its highest level since July
2017. It was last up 0.84 percent at 96.309.

Emerging market stocks lost 1.66 percent, while the
Mexican peso, a proxy for emerging market currencies,
shed 1.29 percent to the dollar. Adding to emerging
market currency woes was the Russian ruble, which
weakened to 67.6825 to the dollar. Overnight it had
retreated to its lowest since November 2016 on threats
of new US sanctions, weakening beyond the psycho-
logically important 65-per-dollar threshold.

Oil prices rose more than 1 percent as US sanctions
against Iran looked set to tighten supply, but futures
remained lower for the week as investors worried that
global trade disputes could slow economic growth and
hurt demand for energy. —Reuters

Turkey’s lira crisis: 
How bad can it get?
ISTANBUL: Three, four, five, six... What next? Turks have over
the last half decade counted the rapid depreciation of the Turkish
lira on the screens outside doviz (exchange) booths with a mix-
ture of bewilderment, alarm and ironic amusement. The currency
had spent much of 2014 hovering at just over two to the dollar but
broke through the three mark for the first time after the 2016
failed coup bid and then slid to four earlier this year. But the
haemorrhaging reached an unprecedented intensity in the last
weeks as Turkey’s ties with the United States strained further and
markets questioned their trust in Turkish policymakers, pushing
the currency to five against the dollar.

A new bout of selling Friday on increased strains with the US
forced the lira over six against the dollar for the first time, with
the currency at one point shredding a quarter of its value in a

single day. Economists say that while the government may be
tempted to muddle through the current situation in the hope the
external and economic background improves, the lira’s fall har-
bors considerable dangers for the economy, in particular the
banking system.

‘Tight grip on bank’ 
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s current dash for growth

coupled with unorthodox pronouncements on monetary policy-
including that lower rates can bring down inflation-have put him
on a collision course with markets. The central bank, nominally
independent but never defying Erdogan, appears to have aban-
doned the conventional monetary policy of using rates hikes as a
tool to support the currency and bring down inflation.

Erdogan’s “tight grip” on the central bank and the fact “high-
er interest rates do no fit with Turkey’s economic growth strate-
gy” meant that the central bank has kept interest rates on hold,
Nora Neuteboom, economist at ABN Amro, told AFP.

“Erdogan’s aim is to improve the economic position of house-
holds,” she said, adding the government wanted to “keep the

music playing” even as external and internal imbalances grow.

‘Lost confidence’ 
After his June 24 election victory, Erdogan put his son-in-law

Berat Albayrak in charge of a newly expanded finance ministry
while a new presidential system did away with the office of prime
minister, whose last incumbent Binali Yildirim had on occasion
urged caution in economic policy. The new system also increased
Erdogan’s control over the central bank, which on July 24 baffled
markets by leaving rates unchanged despite inflation that in July
came in at 15.85 percent. “The markets have lost confidence in the
triumvirate of President Erdogan, his son-in-law as finance minis-
ter and the Turkish Central Bank’s ability to act as it needs to,” said
Charles Robertson, global chief economist at Renaissance Capital.

According to the Capital Economics consultancy, the plunge
in the lira risks putting further pressure on the banking sector in
Turkey due to the scale of the credit boom and one third of bank
lending being denominated in foreign currencies. “If some of
these vulnerabilities crystalize they could tip the economy into a
full blown crisis,” said its economist Yasemin Engin. —AFP


